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ABSTRACT. We describe an “active” antenna system for HF/VHF (long wavelength) radio astronomy that has
been successfully deployed 256-fold as the first station (LWA1) of the planned LongWavelength Array. The antenna
system, consisting of crossed dipoles, an active balun/preamp, a support structure, and a ground screen has been
shown to successfully operate over at least the band from 20 MHz (15 m wavelength) to 80 MHz (3.75 m wave-
length) with a noise figure that is at least 6 dB better than the Galactic background emission-noise temperature over
that band. Thus, we met the goal to design and construct a compact, inexpensive, rugged, and easily assembled
antenna system that can be deployed many-fold to form numerous large individual “stations” for the purpose of
building a large, long wavelength synthesis array telescope for radio astronomical and ionospheric observations.

Online material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Radio astronomy began in 1932 with the discovery of radio
emission from the Galactic center at the relatively long wave-
length of 15 m (20 MHz) by Karl Jansky (Jansky 1932, 1933a,
1933b, 1933c). This pioneering work was followed by the in-
novative research of Grote Reber at frequencies ranging from
10–160 MHz (30–2 m wavelength) in the 1940s that closely
tied radio astronomy to the broader field of astronomy and as-
trophysics (Reber 1940, 1944; Reber & Greenstein 1947; Reber
1949, 1950).

However, the requirement for impractically large single radio
antennas or dishes to obtain resolution at long wavelengths
(resolution θ ∼ λ=D, where θ is the angular resolution in ra-
dians, λ is the observing wavelength in meters, and D is the
diameter of the observing instrument in meters) quickly pushed
the new field of radio astronomy to higher frequencies (shorter
wavelengths). In other words, since increasing D was severely
limited by cost and mechanical considerations, the only way to
achieve better resolution seemed to be to decrease λ.

As early as 1946, Ryle and Vonberg (Ryle & Vonberg 1946,
1948) and Pawsey and collaborators (Pawsey 1946; Pawsey,
Payne-Scott, & McCready 1946) began to use interferometric
techniques consisting of large arrays of simple dipoles or widely
separated individual, small dishes to increase the effective D
without greatly increasing the cost. Even then, distortions intro-
duced into the incoming radio signals by the Earth’s ionosphere
made imaging at long wavelengths difficult and appeared
to place a rather short upper size limit to D at frequencies
<100 MHz (wavelengths >3 m) of ∼5 km. Thus, the move
to higher frequencies, even for interferometry, continued until,
by the 1970s, relatively few long wavelength radio astronomy
telescopes were still operating at frequencies <100 MHz. Ex-
ceptions include the Ukrainian UTR-2 (Braude et al. 1978), the
38 MHz survey (Rees 1990) with the Cambridge Low-Frequency
Synthesis Telescope (CLFST; see Baldwin et al. 1985; Hales
et al. 1988) and the Gauribidanur Radio Observatory (GEETEE)
in India (Shankar & Shankar 1990; Dwarakanath et al. 1995).

Another important long wavelength array in the 1970s and
1980s was the “Tee Pee Tee” (TPT) Clark Lake array built by
William C. (Bill) Erickson on a dry lake in the Anza-Borrego
desert east of San Diego, CA (Erickson, Mahoney, & Erb 1982).
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The TPT was also limited to a maximum baseline D of 3 km
because of concerns about ionospheric distortion. For a more
complete history of the Clark Lake Radio Observatory (CLRO)
TPT array and its precedents and follow-on arrays, see Kassim
& Polisensky (2005). Due to lack of funding, the CLRO TPT
was decommissioned in the late 1980s and dismantled in the
early 1990s.

1.2. Modern Long Wavelength Arrays

A significant development in radio astronomy in the early
1980s known as Self-Calibration or “Self-Cal” (Pearson &
Readhead 1984) finally showed that the “ionospheric barrier”
could be overcome. Self-Cal makes use of one or more sources
in the field of view to monitor instrumental, atmospheric, and
ionospheric changes on short time scales so that they can be
removed during the data reduction processes. This new data
handling method allowed astronomers to contemplate high
resolution imaging through the ionosphere at frequencies
<100 MHz and revitalized the field of long wavelength radio
astronomy.

The defining paper for the start of this modern era of long
wavelength arrays is probably the one by Perley & Erickson
(1984) that made a strong scientific and technical case for a long
wavelength synthesis array operating at ∼75 MHz located near
the Very Large Array (VLA) of the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO)12 and making use of the VLA’s existing
infrastructure. Although this proposal was not funded or con-
structed, it certainly influenced subsequent plans for long wave-
length synthesis arrays for radio astronomy.

In particular, Self-Cal, the CLROTPTarray, and the Perley &
Erickson (1984) concept led directly to the proposal and instal-
lation, with Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and NRAO fi-
nancial and technical support, of a 74 MHz (4 m) feed and
receiver system on one of the VLA 25 m dishes in 1991, eight
VLA dishes by 1994, and all 27 VLA dishes by 1998. When
fully implemented, this “4-band” system became a universally
available user band (see, e.g., Kassim et al. 1993; Kassim &
Polisensky 2005; Kassim et al. 2007).

The international success of this 4-band system demonstrat-
ed both the scientific richness of the <100 MHz frequencies
and the possibilities for using these new data reduction techni-
ques for overcoming the previous limitations of relatively short
(<5 km) baseline lengths to obtain arcsecond resolution from
ground-based long wavelength imaging arrays.

Such resounding success also led to the concept of a dedi-
cated low frequency (ν < 100 MHz) Long Wavelength Array
(LWA) in the late 1990s (Kassim & Erickson 1998) and, shortly
thereafter, NRL, MIT, and ASTRON (Netherlands) formed the

LOFAR Consortium to further develop the plans that are now
present in the Dutch-led Low Frequency Array (LOFAR;
Röttgering 2003; Wijnholds & van Cappellen 2011), the some-
what higher frequency MIT-led Murchison Widefield Array
(MWA; Lidz et al. 2008), and the University of New Mexico/
NRL-led Long Wavelength Array (LWA; Kassim & Erickson
1998; Kassim & Polisensky 2005; Kassim et al. 2005; Ellingson
et al. 2009). For technical reasons, such long wavelength arrays
need a large number (≥10; 000) of electromagnetic-wave recep-
tors (see, e.g., Ellingson 2005; Ellingson et al. 2009; Ellingson
2011) so that the development of a cheap, easily deployable an-
tenna system that is Galactic background noise limited13 (see
§ 2.5) is vital.

Initial prototyping of such an antenna system was carried out
while NRL was still part of the LOFAR Consortium and tested
on the NRL LOFAR Test Array (NLTA; Stewart et al. 2004,
2005). The NLTA, an 8-element, long wavelength array em-
ploying active, droopy-dipole, fat antennas and operating be-
tween ∼15 MHz (∼20 m) to ∼115 MHz (∼2:6 m), provided
valuable experience leading to next stage of prototyping with
the Long Wavelength Demonstrator Array (LWDA; Lazio et al.
2010). The LWDAwas a 16-element long wavelength synthesis
array operating between 60 MHz (5 m wavelength) and 80 MHz
(3.75 m wavelength) constructed by the Applied Research Lab-
oratories of the University of Texas, Austin in collaboration
with, and with funding from, NRL. Lessons from these two pro-
totyping efforts led to the improved design for the active antenna
system for the LWA that is the focus of this article.

1.3. The Long Wavelength Array (LWA)

The LWA is a long wavelength radio astronomy synthesis
array now under construction. It is designed to enable new
research in the largely unexplored frequency range of ∼20–
80 MHz (15–3.75 m wavelength) with reduced sensitivity both
above and below that range. When completed, the full LWA
will require >10; 000 full polarization, crossed dipole antenna

12 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National
Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated
Universities, Inc.

13 At long wavelengths (particularly at frequencies<100 MHz), the Galactic
background radio emission is the ultimate limit on the effective noise tempera-
ture of any radio receiving system. Thus, the active balun/preamp (front end)
should provide enough gain that any noise contributed by components following
it is negligible. Also, in order to have the front-end noise itself not raise the total
system noise temperature much above that of the fundamental Galactic back-
ground limit, it must have a noise temperature significantly below that of the
Galactic background at the observing wavelengths of interest. While a cooled,
very low-noise temperature receiver might be desirable, it is clearly not practical
to build such a unit at reasonable cost when it must be reproduced thousands of
times in a large, long wavelength array. As a compromise between a “perfect”
front end and an affordable front end, the specification given in Table 1 for Sky
Noise Dominance (SND) was chosen such that the frontend should have a noise
temperature better than 6 dB below the Galactic background noise temperature
over the principal band of interest from 20–80 MHz. At 6 dB below the Galactic
background, the increased integration time to reach a given sensitivity is only
∼57% more than with a perfect, noiseless balun/preamp (Erickson 2005). This
was considered to be acceptable.
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elements organized into ∼50 “stations,” each station consisting
of 256 antenna elements distributed over an ellipse ∼100 m
east-westby ∼110 m north-south with a quasi-random place-
ment. The entire ∼50 station synthesis array will eventually
be spread over an area roughly 400 km in diameter centered
in the state of New Mexico. A possible antenna concept was
given already by Hicks, Erickson, & Stewart (2002) and a com-
pact description of a concept array can be found in Kassim et al.
(2005). Specifications from this latter paper are included here
in Table 1 for easy reference. Clarke (2009) also provides an
excellent discussion of requirements and specifications. For
an updated description of the actual parameters of the LWA1,
see Ellingson et al. (2012) and Taylor et al. (2012).

To meet these stringent and often conflicting requirements at
reasonable cost, and drawing on our prototyping experience
described above, we chose an electrically short, relatively fat,
droopy-dipole design similar to that shown to be effective on
our NLTA and LWDA prototypes with an amplified or “active”
balun/pre-amplifier at the apex of the dipole arms. Of course, a
support for these droopy dipoles that was simple and easy to
install had to be designed and, to stabilize the properties of
the ground under the antenna against changes in, e.g., moisture
content (such as rain), an inexpensive and rugged “ground
screen” had to be included. All of these elements of dipole an-
tenna (ANT), front-end electronics (FEE), support stand (STD),
and ground screen (GND) work as a coupled system and had to

be designed together. In this article we describe the electrical
and mechanical properties of these four components that are al-
ready designed, built, and deployed 256-fold as the first LWA1
station (designated for its stand alone use as the LWA1 Radio
Observatory). The LWA1 Radio Observatory is currently per-
forming observations resulting from its first call for proposals
in addition to carrying out a continuing program of commission-
ing and characterization observations (see Fig. 1 and Ellingson
et al. 2012; Taylor et al. 2012).

It should be noted that the ANT/FEE/STD/GND system de-
scribed here has also proven to be versatile enough to draw in-
terest for other radio astronomy applications for both national
observatory (e.g., Nançay Observatory in France [Girard et al.
2011]) and university groups (e.g., the Low Frequency All Sky
Monitor, LOFASM, of the University of Texas, Brownsville
[Miller et al. 2012; Rivera et al. 2012] and the Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, UNAM).

2. AN ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR HF/VHF RADIO
ASTRONOMY

For simplicity, we break the discussion of this “antenna sys-
tem” into four parts: the crossed-dipole antenna (ANT), the
front-end electronics (FEE), the support stand (STD), and the
ground screen (GND). We will first describe each of these sep-
arately, and then report on the electrical response of the entire
system.

TABLE 1

LWA TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (TAKEN FROM KASSIM ET AL. 2005)

Parameter Design Goal

Frequency range (minimum) . . . . . . . . . . . 20–80 MHz
Effective collecting area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ∼1 km2 at 20 MHz
Number of dipoles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ∼13; 000
Number of stations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ∼50
Station diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 mE=W× 110 mN=S
Crossed dipoles stands per station . . . . . 256
Configuration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Core: 17 stations in 5 km

Intermed.: 17 sta. in 5–50 km
Outliers: 18 sta. in 50–400 km

Baselines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2–400 km
Point-source sensitivity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ∼1:1 mJy at 30 MHz
(2 pol., 1 hr integ., 4 MHz BW) . . . . . . ∼0:7 mJy at 74 MHz
Sky Noise Dominance (SND) . . . . . . . . . ≥6 dB from 20–80 MHz
Maximum angular resolution . . . . . . . . . . ∼5″ at 30 MHz

∼2″ at 74 MHz

Station Field of View (FoV) . . . . . . . . . . . ∼2° at 74 MHz
Number of independent FoV . . . . . . . . . . 2–8
Mapping capability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full FoV
Maximum observable bandwidth . . . . . . 32 MHz
Spectral resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <1 kHz
Time resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ms
Image dynamic range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . >10; 000

Polarization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full Stokes
Digitized bandwidth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full RF

FIG. 1.—An aerial photograph of the first station for the Long Wavelength
Array (LWA1) located near the center of the National Radio Astronomy Obser-
vatory’s (NRAO’s) Very Large Array (VLA) about 100 km west of Socorro,
NM. The array consists of 256 active antenna stands (described in this article)
located in a quasi-random distribution within an ellipse of dimensions ∼100 m
east-west by ∼110 m north/south. The station (designated for its stand alone use
as the LWA1 Radio Observatory) is currently performing observations resulting
from its first call for proposals in addition to a continuing program of commis-
sioning and characterization observations (see Ellingson et al. 2012; Taylor et al.
2012). Note that a number of 25 m dishes of the VLA are visible in the upper
right hand corner. See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of
this figure.
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2.1. Antenna—ANT

2.1.1. Geometry

Extensive simulations, measurements, and prototyping
were carried out to determine a satisfactory antenna design
considering cost, weight, mechanical stability, wind resistance,
ease of fabrication, and RF performance. These were briefly
mentioned above and are discussed further in Paravastu,
Erickson, & Hicks (2007); Paravastu (2008a); Paravastu et al.
(2008c).

From electrical considerations, it was clear that the antenna
elements had to be broad in shape to improve the inherent band-
width characteristics over those of a simple, thin-wire dipole. Fur-
thermore, the elements had to slope downward at 45° to improve
the sky coverage over that of a simple, straight dipole. Drawing
on the NLTA and LWDA experience, initial tests were with
broad, flat sheets of aluminum, roughly 1.75 m long ×0:42 m

wide, sharply tapered to a feed point. While the performance
of these “big blades” was encouraging (see, e.g., Erickson

2006; Kerkhoff 2007a; Paravastu 2008b), it was estimated that

the cumbersome size, high wind resistance, and large metal

content/cost were unsatisfactory (Paravastu et al. 2008c).
Next a series of “frame” antennas using aluminum angle

pieces, with and without vertical and horizontal cross pieces,
and with and without mesh covering, were considered. Again,
the electrical results were satisfactory, but the metal cost re-
mained high. Finally, just a triangular frame of aluminum angle
pieces with a single vertical bar (known as the “tied fork”) and a
single horizontal crosspiece (for increased stiffness) was chosen
for the final design. This selection process is described in
Paravastu, Erickson, & Hicks (2007); Paravastu et al. (2008c)
and one arm of this “tied fork with crosspiece” is shown in
Figure 2. The vertical height of this triangle is 1.50 m and the

FIG. 2.—Mechanical design of one arm of the tied fork with crosspiece dipole.
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base of the triangle is 0.8 m. The distance between the feed
points on the FEE (see § 2.2) unit is 9.0 cm and the apexes
of the triangular ANT elements are separated by about 13.2 cm.
Numerous simulations (Paravastu, Erickson, & Hicks 2007,
using the the experimental software package Numerical
Electromagnetics Code NEC14-4.1 provided by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory) were carried out and field
tests were performed (Paravastu et al. 2008c) on both early
and later designs. The simulation and field test results indicated
that the “tied fork with crosspiece” yielded the best compromise
for low cost, high mechanical stability, and good electrical
performance.

2.1.2. Electrical Performance

The simulated E- and H-plane patterns over a range of fre-
quencies are shown in Figures 3 and 4 and summarized in
Table 2. Actual measurements discussed in Hartman (2009) in-
dicate that the simulated and measured beam patterns corre-
spond to better than 1 dB over almost all of the sky. The
predicted impedance characteristics are shown in Figure 5 with
the antenna terminal impedance (Z) shown on the left and the
impedance mismatch efficiency (IME; the fraction of the power
at the antenna feed point that is transferred to the preamp)
shown on the right.

2.2. Front-End Electronics—FEE

The LWA FEE is an extension of the prototype active-balun
design utilized for the Long Wavelength Demonstrator Array
(LWDA; Bradley & Parashare 2005; Lazio et al. 2010). The
LWDA design already used low-cost Monolithic Microwave In-
tegrated Circuits (MMICs), but improvements for the FEE de-
scribed here include the use of an additional 12 dB of gain to
handle cable losses without affecting noise performance (Hicks
& Paravastu 2007), a local voltage regulator, an integral 5th or-
der Butterworth filter, transient protection (e.g., lightning pro-
tection), and direct feed point connections. The block diagram
of the LWA FEE is shown in Figure 6 and the circuit diagram of
the final unit is shown in Figure 7.

Dual polarization FEE units are formed by rotating two iden-
tical double-sided FEE circuit boards 90° and bolting them
together back-to-back with ground planes touching. This geom-
etry was motivated by the need for isolation between polariza-
tions, serviceability, and economy of fabrication.

2.2.1. Input Impedance

The input impedance of the active balun (Z0) is an important
design parameter of the FEE, as it affects the bandwidth of the
antenna system, the efficiency with which power is coupled into
the antenna (see Fig. 5), and the mutual coupling with nearby

antennas. Extensive studies based on optimized models and
field measurements were undertaken to determine the optimal
balun impedance (Erickson 2003; Gaussiran et al. 2005;
Paravastu, Erickson, & Hicks 2007). High impedance baluns
were initially considered because of their ability to buffer the
widely varying dipole impedances over our relatively wide
bandwidth. However, it was determined that raising the input
impedance above 1 kΩ resulted in insufficient current flow into
the balun, making it impossible to maintain sky noise-dominated
operation (Erickson 2003). Based on this early work, we began
to optimize antenna topologies for desired beam pattern and
a feedpoint impedance of approximately 100Ω (Paravastu,
Erickson, & Hicks 2007). It is possible to obtain a feedpoint
impedance of 100Ω by directly buffering the individual feed-
point connections with inexpensive commercially available
MMIC amplifiers exhibiting high input return loss. A 180° hy-
brid or transformer is then used to convert the amplifier outputs
to a single-ended 50Ω output. This method avoids the loss, and
subsequent increase in noise temperature, associated with add-
ing transformers and other matching networks before the first
amplification stage, while lowering production costs.

2.2.2. Filter Design

A fifth order, low-pass Butterworth filter was included before
the final 12 dB gain stage to define the bandpass and reject out-
of-band interference that could drive the FEE into non-linear
operation. The characteristics of the filter can be widely varied
within the topology of the filter through component selection.
The 3 dB point of the filter is at 150 MHz; at 250 MHz it
achieves ∼21 dB of attenuation. A high cut-off frequency was
chosen to minimize distortion of the working bandpass of
20–80 MHz.

2.2.3. Performance

The FEE serves to fix the system noise temperature, match
the antenna impedance to the coaxial signal cables running to
the distantly-located receiver, provide adequate gain to over-
come cable loss, and limit out-of-band RFI presented to the an-
alog receiver module. The performance of a single polarization
of the FEE is given in Table 3. A crossed polarization unit will
draw twice as much current as a single FEE board for a total
of 460 mA at 15 V DC. Total power consumption for a 256
element, crossed dipole station is then ∼1:8 kW.

Environmental testing of the final design of the FEE was car-
ried out by Hartman & Hicks (2009) between �20°C–þ 40°C,
a temperature range not likely to be exceeded for an extended
period at the LWA site. The gain dependence on temperature
varies between 0:0042 dB=°C and 0:0054 dB=°C, with the
magnitude of the slope monotonically increasing with frequen-
cy between 20 MHz and 100 MHz. The phase also has a weak
dependence on temperature, with a slope of 0:011°=°C and
0:014°=°C.14 For more information see www.nec2.org.
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2.2.4. Noise Figure

We measured the noise figure of the final FEE using an
Agilent N9030A signal analyzer and an Agilent 346 B noise
source. The noise figure ranged from 2.74 dB (255 K) to

2.88 dB (273 K) over the frequency range of 20–80 MHz. The
N9030A signal analyzer estimates an intrinsic measurement un-

certainty of 0.21 dB (∼15 K). We also measured the gain lin-

earity and intermodulation distortion using one and two injected

FIG. 3.—Simulated E and H plane power patterns at 20 MHz (top) and 40 MHz (bottom) for the “tied fork with crosspiece” antenna. The scale is logarithmic total
power with a normalization of unity at the zenith and �10 dB per radial division below that. E-plane patterns are on the left and H-plane patterns are on the right. The
blue vertex in the left hand figures and the blue crossed/barred triangles in the right hand figures represent the antenna viewed edge on and front on, respectively. The blue
line along the horizontal axis in all figures represents the ground screen viewed edge on. It should be noted that even though the simulations were initially carried out with
a single polarization to enhance computing speed, a final check was always made with both polarizations in place to insure that the presence of the other polarization did
not change the results. See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure.
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tones (see Hartman and Hicks [2009] for measurement details).
The results of these measurements are presented in Table 3
and they agree closely with those predicted using an analytic
cascade analysis15 based on the data sheet values for the
components.

2.2.5. Manufacturing

We obtained manufacturing quotes from a number of com-
panies interested in producing turn-key FEEs. While there was
some variation, most quotes, including printed circuit board
(PCB) fabrication, assembly, and the administrative overhead
associated with ordering all of the requisite parts, were
∼200 per polarization in 2009.

FIG. 4.—As for Fig. 3, simulated E and H plane power patterns at 60 MHz (top) and 80 MHz (bottom). The scale is logarithmic total power with a normalization
of unity at the zenith and �10 dB per radial division below that. See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure.

15 For more information see http://sourceforge.net/projects/rfcascade/.
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Test scripts to confirm basic functionality and conduct full
characterization of an FEE are detailed in Hicks, Paravastu, &
Ray (2008). We have discussed the basic functional test (gain,
stability, power consumption) described in that document with
manufacturers and they agree that it could be readily implemen-
ted as an automated test procedure. The FEE also includes a test
point to allow proper supply voltage to be safely verified in the
field after the FEE has been installed on the support stand.

2.2.6. PCB Layout and Mechanical Details

The components are all mounted on one side of the circuit
board. The opposite side of the board is a solid copper ground
plane aperiodically “stitched” to the grounded copper on the
component side. The bill of materials for the FEE is given in
Hicks et al. (2009). The hard gold plated bolt holes on the
FEE PCB directly connect to the stainless steel tabs connecting
to the ANT dipole elements. Materials were chosen to avoid
galvanic corrosion. The bolt holes were sized for 1=4–20 studs
with standard clearance. A related mechanical interface to the
STD was developed by Burns Industries of Nashua, NH16 and is
shown in Figure 8.

2.2.7. Installation

The FEE is installed on to the STD after the cables have been
pulled and are ready to be connected. A keying scheme is in-
corporated into the FEE and STD hub such that the FEE can
only be installed with the north-south polarization in the correct
orientation. The connections to the coaxial cable are color coded
for the two polarizations and 7–10 in-lbs of torque are required
to tighten the SMA connectors.

2.3. Antenna Stand - STD

After considering several possible designs for the STD, we
chose a central mast design. That conferred several advantages:

1. The antenna elements are not required to be load bearing
structural elements.

2. The antenna elements can be much easier to assemble than
self-supporting pyramidal designs.

3. Site preparation work is minimized because the STD only
touches the ground at one point.

4. The footprint of the design is smaller than self-supporting
pyramidal designs so there is more clearance between antenna
systems.

We developed the central mast design in collaboration with
our manufacturing partner Burns Industries, Inc. The design is
shown in Figure 9. It consists of four welded “tied fork with
crosspiece” (see § 2.1.1) aluminum dipole arms attached to
the bottom of a solid plastic hub at the top of the mast. The
FEE is mounted to the top of the hub and the solid hub prevents
mechanical stresses on the dipole arms from being transmitted
through the stainless steel tabs to the FEE PCB. A plastic cap
fits over the hub to protect the FEE from the elements. A fiber-
glass rod “spider” midway down the mast supports the dipole
arms so that they do not move significantly in the wind. The
mast is standard 23=8 inch (∼6 cm) outer diameter galvanized
steel fence post, machined to accept a mount to the junction box
where the connection to the RF/Power Distribution (RPD) con-
duit is made.

2.3.1. Installation and Alignment

The components of the STDs were manufactured by Burns
Industries, Inc. and shipped to the array site. The pieces were
then assembled under a shelter and carried out to the mounting
points. They were fitted with a compression collar and set into
the Oz-Post®17 sleeve. After alignment (described below), the
collar was hammered into place with the Oz-Post® CDT-07-
Cap Driving Tool® and the installation was complete.

After field testing and finding that compass alignment of the
STD with true north was unsatisfactory (possibly due to intrin-
sic magnetization in the steel mast), angular alignment of the
LWA STDs was accomplished using a sighting telescope per-
manently fixed to a base that is identical in shape, polarization
keying, and mounting holes to an FEE unit. The base provided a
stable mount for an inexpensive 4x telescope commonly sold
for use with air rifles (see Fig. 10).

Through surveying, the angular offset at the STD installation
point from true north to a distant, geographic reference point
was established in advance and the telescope was firmly
mounted to the base with that offset. The antenna hub was then
rotated until the distant reference appeared in the crosshairs of
the sighting telescope, indicating that the hub was properly
aligned and ready to be locked in place. For the LWA1, the
∼40 km distant peak of South Baldy Mountain served as the
reference point and its azimuth was offset by 102° from true
north. Clearly, the fixture must be site specific, but once

TABLE 2

SIMULATED ANTENNA POWER PATTERN SUMMARY

Gain E-plane H-plane

Frequency (MHz) (dBi) −3 dB −6 dB −3 dB −6 dB

20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.0 41° 57° 51° 66°
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.0 45° 64° 53° 67°
60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.9 48° 71° 55° 68°
80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.6 45° 77° 58° 70°

NOTE.—Values are zenith angles at which the power pattern is down
by 3 dB and 6 dB from the zenith gain. (taken from Hicks et al. 2009).

16 For more information see http://www.burnsindustriesinc.com.

17 For more information see http://www.ozcobuildingproducts.com/Oz‑Post
.html.
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manufactured it allowed rapid and precise alignment by un-
trained personnel. Experience has shown that the procedure
can easily produce alignment with true north to a tolerance
of <5°, which is more stringent than the system requirement
(see Janes, Craig, & Rickard 2009).

2.3.2. Mechanical and Environmental Survivability

The survivability requirements in “The LongWavelength Ar-
ray System Technical Requirements” document (Clarke 2009;
Janes, Craig, & Rickard 2009) include survival of winds up to
80 mph with gusts to 100 mph (wind speed up to 36 ms�1 with
gusts up to 45 ms�1), UV lifetimes of 15 years, and alighting of

a 4 lb (∼2 kg) bird. Both the fiberglass and plastic in the STD
design are UV stabilized materials with long lifetimes. Wind
survivability has been verified by both modeling and, so far,
three years of testing in the field. No problem with heavy birds
has been noted.

2.3.3. Removal

Using Oz-Posts® as the ground anchors facilitates removal
of the STDs, should we need to return the site to its original
condition. The Oz-Post® collars are removable, so the masts
may be removed, and the Oz-Post® company sells a simple

FIG. 6.—Block diagram of one polarization of the LWA FEE electronics. The circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 7.

FIG. 5.—(Left) Antenna terminal impedance (Z) and (right) impedance mismatch efficiency (IME; 1� abs½ðZ � Z0Þ=ðZ þ Z0Þ�) where Z is the impedance of the
antenna and Z0 is the impedance of the preamp. See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure.
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FIG. 7.—Schematic of LWA Front End Electronics (FEE; Revision 1.7). See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure.
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device, the Oz Post Oz Puller with Post Clamp®, for pulling the
posts out of the ground.

2.4. Ground Screen—GND

Paravastu et al. (2007), Stewart (2007), and York et al. (2007)
carried out simulations and detailed tests of the effects of

deploying large and small ground screens above both wet
and dry ground. They concluded that that there are significant
benefits from deploying a ground screen beneath the antennas,
including reduced ground losses and reduced susceptibility to
variable soil conditions. Additionally, for an antenna in isola-
tion, Kerkhoff (2007b) demonstrated that a small ground screen
provides these benefits without the axial asymmetry and signif-
icant sensitivity to RFI coming from the horizon that are caused
by using a full-station ground screen (Paravastu, Erickson, &
Hicks 2007; Schmitt 2008). It is difficult to accurately model
these effects for a full array in the presence of mutual coupling,
but initial studies (Kerkhoff 2007b; Ellingson 2009) indicate
that the behavior of a random array of antennas should be
qualitatively similar to that of an antenna in isolation (York
et al. 2007).

TABLE 3

MEASURED FEE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Parameter Value

Current Draw (at +15 VDC) . . . . . . . 230 mA
Voltage Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±5%
Gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.5 dB
Noise Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255–273 K
Input 1 dB Compression Point . . . . . −18.20 dBm
Input 3rd order intercept (IIP3) . . . . . −2.3 dBm

FIG. 8.—Mechanical interface to the STD—dimensions are in inches.
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2.4.1. Design

For the above reasons, we chose a 10 × 10 ft (∼3 × 3 m)
ground screen under each STD, as detailed in Schmitt (2008)
and Robbins et al. (2009). Simulations (Robbins et al. 2009)

indicated that the mesh density was not important as long as
the lattice spacing was less than 12 inches (∼30 cm). We chose
a 4 × 4 inch (∼10 × 10 cm) galvanized welded wire mesh ma-
terial that is structurally sound and inexpensive, made with wire
diameter of 14 gauge (∼2 mm). A vendor was found that pro-
duces rolls of this material with dimensions of 6 × 200 ft
(∼2 × 60 m). Considering that we needed two 6 × 10 ft (∼2×
3 m) sections of mesh, overlapped by 2 ft (∼60 cm), to make a
10 × 10 ft (∼3 × 3 m) ground screen, one of these rolls could be
used to produce 10 complete ground screens. Taking into ac-
count possible mistakes and losses that can happen while cut-
ting the mesh, we estimated a need for 27 rolls in order to
produce 256 ground screens.

For the physical connection of the two ground screen sec-
tions, we used split splicing sleeves (Nicopress® stock number
FS-2-3 FS-3-4), 6 sleeves per ground screen (1700 for a full 256
antenna station, assuming a 10% loss). Simulations have shown
(Stewart 2009) that the performance of such a two-part ground
screen is negligibly different from a single, unitary ground
screen. The anchoring of the ground screens is also an important
issue, since this must prevent the buckling of the sides of the
mesh. For this purpose we used 12 inch (∼30 cm) plastic tent
stakes, 8 per ground screen, which were purchased in buckets
containing 180 stakes each (12 buckets needed).

FIG. 9.—Mechanical drawing of the STD structure. Dimensions are in inches.

FIG. 10.—STD sighting telescope alignment mechanism used for the LWA1.
See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure.
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2.4.2. Installation

The installation procedure of the ground screen was to unroll
the mesh on a flat surface; cut it into 10 ft (∼3 m) sections and
flip each section upside down to prevent it from rolling back;
overlap two 10 ft (∼3 m) sections of mesh by 2 ft (∼60 cm) and
connect them using 6 splicing sleeves, spaced by 2 ft (∼60 cm);
and move the ground screens to the position of each stand
and stake them, aligning the sides in the east-west by north-
southdirection with the ground screen centered on the Oz-Post®
position. We then staked each corner of the ground screen and
also put one stake in the mid point of each side to improve the
stability.

2.5. Antenna System Performance

Of course, the ultimate question is how the antenna system
performs in the field. In order to determine this, we performed
initial tests with a preliminary prototype of the antenna system
in 2007 July/August (Paravastu et al. 2008c), carried out further
tests with an improved prototype in 2008 September, and then
tested a final prototype of the ANT/FEE/STD/GND antenna
system at our site in New Mexico on NRAO property near
the center of the VLA in 2009 April. A photo of the FEE (with
the FEE protecting box removed) mounted on the STD with the
crossed dipole ANT arms attached is shown on the left in
Figure 11. Shown in the same figure on the right is the assem-
bled ANT/FEE/STD with the ground screen (GND) installed.
Hartman (2009) describes field measurements in April 2009
of two of the prototype antennas operating as an interferometer.

Most exciting, of course, is that the results of the tests of the
full antenna system on the sky (see Fig. 12, Taylor et al. [2012],
and Ellingson et al. [2012]) show that it meets its requirement
of>6 dB Sky Noise Dominance (SND) across the 20–80 MHz

band (Specification TR-10A listed in the technical requirements
documents [see, e.g., Kassim et al. 2005; Clarke 2009; Janes,
Craig, & Rickard 2009]) and clearly shows sensitivity to the
Galactic background emission (and interference).

Thus, the ANT/FEE/STD/GND antenna system meets re-
quirements. This led directly to the installation of 256 examples
for the LWA1 station described in § 1.3.

FIG. 11.—(Left) Front End Electronics (FEE), without enclosure. (Right) FEE mounted at the center of the crossed “tied fork with crosspiece” dipole antenna (ANT),
supported by the stand (STD), over the ground screen (GND) during a field test in 2009 April near the center of the NRAO’s VLA site in western NewMexico. It should
be noted that, even though this field test can be seen to be using cabling above ground, in order to prevent cable damage by animals the final installation in LWA1
prohibited any exposed cables. All cables leave the antenna through electrical boxes to flexible conduit that mates to underground conduit. The cables then aggregate in
closed junction boxes and the resulting bundles are brought back to the electronics in conduit. See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure.

FIG. 12.—Measured sky noise dominance (SND) as a function of frequency
for the actual antenna system described here. The system includes the antenna
(ANT; see § 2.1), Front End Electronics (FEE; see § 2.2), antenna stand (STD;
see § 2.3) and ground screen (GND; see § 2.4). It should be noted that the SND
meets or exceeds the requirement that the system noise be dominated by the
Galactic Background (sky noise) by at least 6 dB from 20–80 MHz. Note also
that, because the measurement was carried out on the sky, radio frequency in-
terference (RFI) is visible.
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3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the mechanical and electrical design and
response of a HF/VHF antenna system suitable for economical
use in large numbers and currently deployed 256-fold in the
Long Wavelength Array first station (LWA1) near the center of
NRAO’s VLA. The antenna system consists of crossed-dipole
antennas (ANT), an active balun/amplifier front-end electronics
(FEE), a supporting stand (STD), and a ground screen (GND).
This system permits Galactic Background limited observations
by at least 6 dB over the band from 20–80 MHz with full sky
coverage.

Because it must be reproduced >10; 000-fold for a state-of-
the-art long wavelength synthesis array in an unprotected desert
environment, we have designed and procured an antenna system
that is inexpensive, robust, easily deployed, and easily main-
tained with excellent response properties for radio astronomy
synthesis imaging.

We are very grateful to the National Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory for their long-term support for long wavelength radio
astronomy. Basic research in radio astronomy at the Naval Re-
search Laboratory is supported by 6.1 base funds.
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